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Abstract

Since the beginning of the pandemic, SARS‐CoV‐2 has shown a great genomic

variability, resulting in the continuous emergence of new variants that has made

their global monitoring and study a priority. This work aimed to study the genomic

heterogeneity, the temporal origin, the rate of viral evolution and the population

dynamics of the main circulating variants (20E.EU1, Alpha and Delta) in Italy, in

August 2020–January 2022 period. For phylogenetic analyses, three datasets were

set up, each for a different main lineage/variant circulating in Italy in that time

including other Italian and International sequences of the same lineage/variant,

available in GISAID sampled in the same times. The international dataset showed 26

(23% Italians, 23% singleton, 54% mixed), 40 (60% mixed, 37.5% Italians, 1 singleton)

and 42 (85.7% mixed, 9.5% singleton, 4.8% Italians) clusters with at least one Italian

sequence, in 20E.EU1 clade, Alpha and Delta variants, respectively. The estimation

of tMRCAs in the Italian clusters (including >70% of genomes from Italy) showed

that in all the lineage/variant, the earliest clusters were the largest in size and the

most persistent in time and frequently mixed. Isolates from the major Italian Islands

tended to segregate in clusters more frequently than those from other part of Italy.

The study of infection dynamics showed a positive correlation between the trend in

the effective number of infections estimated by BSP model and the Re curves

estimated by birth‐death skyline plot. The present work highlighted different

evolutionary dynamics of studied lineages with high concordance between

epidemiological parameters estimation and phylodynamic trends suggesting that

the mechanism of replacement of the SARS‐CoV‐2 variants must be related to a

complex of factors involving the transmissibility, as well as the implementation of

control measures, and the level of cross‐immunization within the population.

K E YWORD S

effective reproductive number, international contest, phylodynamic, SARS‐CoV‐2 variants

1 | INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the pandemic, SARS‐CoV‐2 has exhibited

considerable genomic variability, despite the proofreading activity

associated with the coronavirus polymerase,1 and driven by the

widespread and rapid circulation of the virus in the human

population.2

Early isolates belonged to two distinct lineages (A and B) that

then independently evolved, at a rate that has been estimated to be

around two mutations per month, producing a plethora of viral

lineages, descending from the original strains.3,4

From the first waves, in the absence of an effective surveillance

and testing system, Italy experienced a wide epidemic wave whose

actual size and extent remain largely unknown but that was clearly

demonstrated by numbers of hospitalizations and deaths.5–8

The genomic epidemiology studies showed that the ancestral

lineages (in particular, the most widespread B lineage) entered Italy

multiple times remaining confined to a few regions,9,10 being then

quickly replaced by the B.1 lineage, characterized by the amino acid

mutation D614G in the Spike protein. This lineage entered in Italy in

late June or early February 2020 11 rapidly spread from Lombardy

throughout the whole Italy and other European countries,10 quickly

becoming the dominant lineage throughout the world.12 Subse-

quently, several lineages, all characterized by this and additional

mutations, have replaced each other all over the world. In the

summer 2020, when the European borders were at least partially

opened and the international travels resumed, the lineage 20E.EU.1,

firstly identified in Spain, spread throughout Europe causing the

second pandemic wave in Italy in the autumn 2020.13,14

In late 2020 was reported the first variants of concern (VOCs),

indicating with this term viral strains characterized by multiple

mutations in the Spike protein, causing significant effects in the viral

phenotype, such as higher transmissibility, pathogenicity and/or

ability to escape neutralizing antibodies, that were designated by
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Greek letters according to the WHO nomenclature (https://www.

who.int/activities/tracking-SARS-CoV-2-variants). Interestingly these

variants did not derive one from each other, but directly descended

from different ancestral lineages.

Two main variants circulated worldwide during the period covered

by the present study (summer 2020‐autumn 2021); the first, VOC Alpha,

was identified as a variant of increasing incidence in UK in December

2020 and became the most prevalent variant (over 80%) in Europe and all

over the world (about 70% of the characterized genomes), until summer

2021, when it was replaced by the VOC Delta.15

The VOC Delta was first identified in India, where it caused the

second dramatic wave in that country in March‐May 2021, and

started to rise in Europe in late spring 2021, becoming the most

prevalent (over 90%‐100% of the infections) lineage worldwide from

summer 2021 (https://gisaid.org/hcov19-variants/). The spread of

this VOC was so broad that several derived sublineages raised all over

the world.16

At the same time, the vaccination campaign against COVID‐19,

which began in many European and Western countries between

December 2020 and early 2021, was proceeding apace, resulting in

immunization of most of the population in those countries with at least

two doses by the spring 2021 (https://vaccinetracker.ecdc.europa.eu/

public/extensions/COVID-19/vaccine-tracker.html#uptake-tab).

The waves due to the replacement of a viral variant with the next

one resulted in a typical fluctuating pattern of the effective or net

reproductive number (Re or Rt, respectively).
17

Although the real meaning of Rt has been questioned, its

estimate has proved useful in understanding the course of the

pandemic and has been used to assess the effectiveness and/or the

need for more stringent control measures in many countries,

including Italy.18

Phylodynamic analysis, which is based on the combination of

evolutionary, epidemiological and immunological characteristics

influencing the shape of a viral phylogeny, has become an

increasingly important tool in the molecular surveillance of infections,

particularly those due to emerging viruses.19,20

The COVID‐19 pandemic presented a unique opportunity to

apply such analyses to molecular surveillance due to the availability

of SARS‐CoV‐2 genomic sequences since early January 2020, which

has reached the impressive number of more than 15 million complete

genomic sequences stored in one of the most widely used databases

(GISAID, https://gisaid.org/, as of April 2023).

These kinds of approaches together with genomic epidemiology

have made it possible to trace international pandemic flows, reconstruct

outbreaks and transmission networks, estimate transmissibility, and

identify variants with higher transmissibility or immune escape capacity.21

In the present study, it was investigated the genomic epidemiol-

ogy and phylodynamics of SARS‐CoV‐2 main lineages and VOCs,

being prevalent in Italy during the period between summer 2020 and

winter 2021, using genomes sampled at that time by the SCIRE

(SARS‐CoV‐2 Italian Research Enterprise) Italian study network, along

with a selection of national and international genomes available on

public databases with known date and sampling location.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Specimen collection

The nasopharyngeal swabs of a consecutive series of COVID‐19

patients attending more than 70 clinical centers distributed through-

out whole Italy, participating in the collaborative SCIRE group, were

collected and processed between August 2020 and January 2022. All

participants including both hospitalized inpatients and outpatients

gave the written informed consent to the storage of their

anonymized data in a protected database. All the data used in this

study were previously anonymized as required by the Italian Data

Protection Code (Legislative Decree 196/2003) and the general

authorizations issued by the Data Protection Authority. The study

was approved by the Sacco Hospital Ethics Committee (protocol n.

47866, 9 September 2020) and conducted in compliance with Good

Clinical Practice guidelines and with the principles of the 1964

Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2 | Virus genome sequencing

SARS‐CoV‐2 RNA was extracted using the Kit QIAsymphony DSP

Virus/Pathogen Midi kit on the QIAsymphony automated platform

(QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) (n = 218), the NucleoMag 96 Virus

(Macherey–Nagel, Dueren, Germany) on automated KingFisher ml

Magnetic Particle Processors (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,

MA, USA) (n = 156) and manually with QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit

(QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) (n = 228).

Full genome sequences were obtained with different protocols:

(i) by a modified version of the Artic Protocol (https://artic.network/

ncov-2019) using the Illumina DNA Prep and the IDT ILMN DNA/

RNA Index kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) or (ii) by the CleanPlex®

SARS‐CoV‐2 Panel (Paragon Genomics Inc., Hayward, CA, USA).

Sequencing was performed on the Illumina iSeq (n = 205), MiSeq

(n = 247), and NextSeq (n = 150) platforms for all samples. The results

were mapped and aligned to the reference genome obtained from

GISAID (https://www.gisaid.org/, accession ID: EPI_ISL_406800)

using the Geneious Prime software v. 11.1 (http://www.geneious.

com, Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand) or BWA‐mem, and rescued

using Samtools alignment/Map (Hinxton, UK) (v. 1.9).

The SARS‐CoV‐2 lineage was attributed to all sequences using

the Pangolin COVID‐19 Lineage Assigner v. 4.1.1 (https://pangolin.

cog-uk.io/) and Nextclade v. 2.4.1 (https://clades.nextstrain.org/).

Mutations were identified using Nextclade.

2.3 | SARS‐CoV‐2 data sets

A total of 847 SARS‐CoV‐2 whole genome sequences (WGS) were

characterized by the network in the period covered by this study and

made available on public databases. Patients' isolates belonging to

the most widely circulating variants/lineages in that period in Italy

BERGNA ET AL. | 3 of 11
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(n = 602) were than selected and aligned with other Italian and

International sequences of the same lineage/variant, available in

GISAID (https://gisaid.org).

Three datasets were set up, for each different lineage/variant:

20E.EU1 lineage (including a total of 2425 sequences), Alpha (3174

sequences) and Delta (3248 isolates) variant. Due to the large number

of SARS‐CoV‐2 whole genome sequences available in GISAID public

databases during the period under consideration, genomes were

selected on the basis of the following criteria: for the Italian genomes:

10 whole genomes for each region and sampling month, in

accordance with the circulation period of each variant, with a

maximum of two sequences for region/week, excluding identical

genomes and those with more than 5% of gap; for the international

strains: five genomes for each European and non‐European countries

and sampling month. The composition of the dataset is summarized in

Supporting Information (Table S1).

Alignment of multiple sequences was obtained using MAFFT

(https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/) and the alignment was

manually cropped using BioEdit v. 7.2.6.1 (https://bioedit.software.

informer.com/) at the same length (29,774 bp).

A root‐to‐tip regression analysis was made using TempEst

(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tempest/) to investigate the tem-

poral signal of the datasets.

2.4 | Phylogenetic analysis

The maximum likelihood trees of the three datasets were estimated

using IQ‐TREE v. 1.6.12 (http://www.iqtree.org/).22 The GTR + F +

R4 (General time reversible + empirical base frequencies + four

number of categories) model, selected by the program, was used.

1,000 parametric bootstrap replicates were performed to support the

nodes (≥60% bootstrap support).

The statistically significant clusters (including more than two

sequences) were identified in the ML tree by Cluster Picker v.1.2.3

using 90% bootstrap support and a mean genetic distance of 1% as

thresholds. Epidemiological characteristics of the identified clusters

were further investigated using Cluster Matcher v.1.2 23 which

allows the identification of clusters meeting given criteria. Only

clusters including at least one Italian sequence were selected and

classified as mixed (M), containing both Italian and non‐Italian isolates

in different proportions, pure Italian (IT), including only Italian

genomes, or singleton (S), containing only a single Italian genome

interspersed within non‐Italian sequences.

2.5 | Phylodynamic analysis

To characterize the epidemiological and evolutionary history of the

different SARS‐CoV‐2 variants/lineages in Italy, it were considered for

each dataset only clusters including at least 70% of Italian sequences,

having sufficient size for the analysis (>30 sequences), by using the

coalescent Bayesian Skyline Plot and the birth‐death models.

Bayesian analysis was performed by BEAST v. 2.7 (https://beast.

community/)23 with the same substitution model and molecular clock

employed for the previously described analyses. The evolutionary

rates were estimated by using a Log Normal (M = 8E‐4, S = 1.25) prior

distribution in real space using a strict clock under the Bayesian

Skyline plot.

MCMC analyses were run for 60 million generations and sampled

every 3000. Convergence was assessed by estimating Effective

Sampling Size (ESS) after applying a 10% burn‐in throughTracer v.1.7

software (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/),24 accepting ESS

of at least 200. The uncertainty of estimates was indicated with 95%

highest prior density (HPD) intervals.

The final tree was selected based on the maximum posterior

probability (pp) value after performing a 10% burn‐in using Tree

Annotator v.10.4 software (included in the BEAST package). Posterior

probabilities greater than 0.7 were considered significant. Finally, all

trees were visualized and edited in FigTree v. 1.4.4 (http://tree.bio.

ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).

The birth‐death skyline model implemented in Beast 2.7 was

used to infer changes in the effective reproductive number (Re), and

other epidemiological parameters such as the death/recovery rate (δ),

the transmission rate (λ), the origin of the epidemic, and the sampling

proportion (ρ).25 Given that the samples were collected during a short

period of time, a “birth‐death serial” model was used.

For the birth‐death analysis, it were used four equidistant

intervals and a Log Normal prior for the estimation of the effective

reproductive number (Re) with a mean (M) of 0.0 and a variance (S) of

1.5, which allows the Re values to change between less than 1 and

more than 7. A normal prior with M = 48.8 and S = 15 (correspond-

ing to a 95% interval from 24.0 to 73.4) was used for the rate of

becoming uninfectious. These values are expressed as units per year

and reflect the inverse of the time of infectiousness (5.3–19 days;

mean, 7.5) according to the serial interval estimated by Li et al.26

Sampling probability (ρ) was estimated assuming a prior β (α = 1.0

and β = 3.547), estimated based on available genomes in the

analyses and numbers of COVID‐19 active cases at pick of the

studied period.

The origin of the epidemic was estimated using a normal prior

with M = 0.1 and S = 0.2 in units per year for 20E.EU1 clade, and a

lognormal prior with M = 0.1 and S = 0.3, for Alpha and Delta

variants. The mean growth rate was calculated based on the birth and

recovery rates (r = λ−δ), and the doubling time was estimated by the

equation: doubling time = ln(2)/r.27

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Mutation analyses of the Italian sequences

The comparison between Italian genomes and reference sequence in

the 20E.EU1 dataset showed the presence of 10 amino acid

substitutions in more than 10% of Italian isolates (Supporting

Information: Table S2). Almost all the sequences had the distinctive

4 of 11 | BERGNA ET AL.
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mutations of this lineage such as A220V (97.4%, n = 1043) in the N

gene, A222V (97.8%, n = 1048) in the S gene, and V30L (99.3%,

n = 1064) and L67F (99.3%, n = 1064) in the ORF10 and ORF14

regions, respectively. The D614G mutations in the S gene and P314L

in the ORF1b, characteristics of lineage B.1, were also present almost

in all isolates (99.1% and 98.3%, respectively).

Additional mutations at lower frequency were detected, ranging

from 13.9% to 34.6% of isolates: A262S, P272L, Q675H in the S gene

and A3623S in the gene ORF1a. Only two sequences showed the

S98F mutation in the S gene, observed in the 20 A/S:98 F clade, while

one sequence carried the D80Y mutation characteristic of the 20 C/

S:80Y clade.

In the Alpha variant dataset, only mutations/deletions typical of

this lineage have been found, as shown in Supporting Information:

Table S3, with the only exception of the two consecutive mutations

in the N gene, R203K (99.1%, n = 1312) and G204R (96.8%,

n = 1281), characteristics of the B.1.1 lineage and descendants.

The E484K mutation, characteristics of Beta and Gamma

variants, was observed in less than 1% of the sequences. Two

(0.15%) sequences had the K417N mutation present in the Beta

variant.

In Delta variant sequences, 34 mutations and two deletions have

been identified in more than 10% of the genomes. Sixteen mutations

and deletions were distinctive of this lineage, of which 14 (87.5%)

were present in more than 87% of isolates (ranging from 87.2% to

99.6%). The G142D mutation in the S gene was found in just over

half of cases (63.5%, n = 948), while the P681R mutation, also in the S

gene, did not reach 10% of cases (9.2%, n = 138). The only

substitution characteristic of the variant but present in a limited

number of isolates was I82T (3.5%). A large number of mutations

(n = 12), not identifying this variant, were found in ORF1a (Supporting

Information: Table S4).

The mutations N501Y, typical of the Alpha variant, and E484K,

present in the Beta and Gamma variant, were present in 0.13% of the

analyzed sequences. The mutation E484Q, present in the B.1.617.1

lineages (Kappa variant) and B.1.617.3, was observed in 0.33% of

cases.

3.2 | Phylogenetic analysis and dating of the Italian
clusters

3.2.1 | 20E.EU1 clade

The phylogenetic analysis conducted using Maximum Likelihood

approach on 20E.EU1 dataset showed that 2104 out of 2425 (87.6%)

sequences were included in a total of 255 clusters, among which, 26

(n = 917 isolates) included at least one Italian sequence and were

classified as follows: 6 (23%) pure Italians, 6 (23%) singleton (S), and

14 (54%) mixed (M) (Table 1).

Supporting Information: Figure S1 shows the dated tree obtained

by Bayesian analysis on 11 Italian clusters (five mixed with >70%

Italian genomes and six pure Italian). Root‐to‐tip regression analysis

of the temporal signal revealed an association between genetic

distances and sampling days (a correlation coefficient of 0.44 and a

coefficient of determination [R2] of 0.2). The estimation of evolutionary

rate gave a mean of 3.8×10−4 s/s/y (95%HPD: 3.35×10−4–4.39×10‐4)

and mean tMRCAs spanning a period from June to September 2020

(Supporting Information: Table S5). The median size of clusters was 29

(11–95) with a median duration of 11 months (ranging from 7 to 16

months). While the earlier clusters (tMRCA between June and July

2020) showed the longest duration (9–16 months), the largest size

(median number of genomes 48; p = 0.01) and were predominantly

mixed, the late clusters, with tMRCA between August and September

TABLE 1 Type and composition of
clusters in the international dataset of
20E.EU1 clade, Alpha and Delta variant.

Origin of sequences
cluster Total clusters n sequences ITA EU noEU

20E.EU1 IT 6 133 133 0 0

M 14 646 415 181 50

S 6 138 6 91 41

Total 26 917 554 272 91

Alpha IT 15 235 235 0 0

M 24 633 245 315 73

S 1 24 1 22 1

Total 40 892 481 337 74

Delta IT 2 27 27 0 0

M 36 1434 737 611 86

S 4 75 4 14 57

Total 42 1536 768 625 143

Abbreviations: EU, European sequences; IT, Italian; ITA, Italian seqeunces; M, mixed;
noEU, International sequenze; S, Singleton.
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2020, had the shortest duration (7–14 months) and the smallest size

(12 median genomes) and were predominantly Italians.

Considering the Italian sampling locations (Supporting Informa-

tion: Table S5), five clusters included more than 50% of sequences

from Northern Italy, four clusters from Southern Italy and one

cluster (#40), involved 92% of isolates from the largest Islands

Sardinia and Sicily.

Globally, strains from Islands more frequently grouped into

clusters than sequences from South, North, and Central Italian areas

(73.8% vs. 55.3%, 50.6%, and 33.3%; p = 0.003).

3.2.2 | Alpha variant

A total of 467 clusters were found in Alpha variant dataset including

2489 of the 3147 (79.1%) SARS‐CoV‐2 genomes. Of the 40 clusters

containing at least 1 Italian sequence24 (60%) were mixed, 15

(37.5%) pure Italian and only 1 (2.5%) singleton (Table 1).

A total of 17 Italian clusters, 15 pure Italian and two mixed, were

analyzed and a mean 4.87×10‐4 s/s/y (95%HPD: 4.18×10‐4–5.54×10‐4)

evolutionary rate estimates were obtained. Root‐to‐tip regression

analysis of the temporal signal revealed an association between genetic

distances and sampling days (a correlation coefficient of 0.45 and a

coefficient of determination [R2] of 0.2).

Mean tMRCAs of clusters were between November 2020 and late

February 2021, with the majority (6/17, 35.3%) originating in December

2020 (Supporting Information: Figure S2, Supporting Information:

Table S6). Clusters originating in November‐December included a median

number of genomes of 18.5 while a median of 13 genomes was observed

in those originating between January and February. Clusters persistence

was between 5 and 10 months, with a median duration of 7.5 months for

the earlier and 5 months for the later ones (p=0.002).

An equal proportion of clusters were characterized by more than

50% of sequences from Northern and Southern Italy (n=6, 35.3%, each).

Sequences from Islands were more frequently included in

clusters than those from Northern, Central, and Southern Italy

(53.3% vs. 38.7%, 36.7%, and 29.6%; p = 0.009).

3.2.3 | Delta variant

Phylogenetic analysis of Delta international dataset showed a total of 364

clusters encompassing a total of 2650 genomes (81.6%), 42 of which

containing at least one Italian sequence, classified as follows: four

singleton (9.5%), 36 mixed (85.7%), and two pure Italian (4.8%) (Table 1).

The median size of the nine clusters including >70% of Italians

was 16 isolates (11–79). Root‐to‐tip regression analysis of the

temporal signal revealed an association between genetic distances

and sampling days (a correlation coefficient of 0.6 and a coefficient of

determination [R2] of 0.4). The estimation of evolutionary rate gave a

mean of 7.57×10‐4 s/s/y (95%HPD: 6.65×10‐4–8.48×10‐4) and mean

tMRCAs spanning from March to July 2021 (Supporting Information:

Figure S3, Supporting Information: Table S7). The largest two clusters

(#48 and #68), were both mixed, originating in March 2021, and

showed a median duration of 10 months versus 7 months for the

other clusters (p = 0.03).

Seven clusters were characterized by a majority of sequences

from Northern Italy (up to 100%, #331), and one (#137) included

100% of sequences sampled in Southern Italy. The last cluster (#193)

contained a high proportion of sequences from Northern (44.4%) and

Central (55.5%) Italy.

Sequences from the Islands were more frequently included in

clusters than genomes from Southern, Northern and Central Italy

(60% vs. 54.2%, 49.4%, 47.9%; p = 0.0002).

3.3 | Phylodynamics of SARS‐CoV‐2 lineages and
VOCs in Italy

The skyline plot of 20E.EU1 dataset (Figure 1A) showed a rapid

increase of the effective number of infections (Ne) during July 2020,

followed by a second increase in October 2020, when the curve

reached the plateau. The decrease of infections started in February

2021 reaching the lowest values in April 2021.

Consistent with this dynamics of infection, estimates of Re

showed a value greater than 1 from the beginning of the circulation

of 20E, (Figure 1B), reaching a peak around July 2020 (Re =1.125,

95% HPD: 1.08–1.18). The Re value started to decline in autumn

2020 (October 2020), falling around 1 between December

2020–January 2021 and decreasing below 1 in April 2021.

The effective number of infections due to Alpha variant,

estimated by BSP, rapidly increased in December 2020, reaching a

plateau during the winter 2021. A decrease in infections was

observed from April 2021 (Figure 2A).

Correspondingly a value of Re above 1 was observed since the

origin of the Alpha epidemic in the autumn 2020, with a peak around

a value of 1.13 (95% HPD = 1.01–1.22) in winter 2020–2021. A

decrease in the curve was observed between March and April 2021

reaching values below the unit in May 2021 (Figure 2B).

The skyline plot analyses showed a slow rise of the Delta variant

in spring 2021 (between March and June 2021), followed by a rapid

increase of infections in July 2021. From August the number of

infections reached a plateau that persisted until the end of the year

2021 (Figure 3A).

Similarly, the Re value (Figure 3B) shows a growth above 1 in

spring 2021, reaching a value of 1.17 (95% HPD 1.1–1.3), followed

by a gradual decrease to a value below 1 in the summer of the same

year (August 2021).

4 | DISCUSSION

This study refers to the characterization and analysis of the genomic

sequences obtained between summer 2020 and early 2022, the

period in which the main viral lineages/variants circulating in Italy

were 20E.EU1, Alpha and Delta.
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The analyzed genomes of SARS‐CoV‐2 were included in over

100 clusters with a high frequency of mixed clusters (around 70%),

which included strains circulating in different regions of the world,

suggesting multiple introductions of these lineages/variants in Italy,

probably due to international travels.10

The fact that the earliest clusters were the largest in size, the

most persistent, and most frequently mixed could be related to

pandemic containment measures, such as travel restrictions, which

were relaxed during the summer 2020 but were then reintroduced in

autumn, with the arrival of variants of concern, and gradually relaxed

from May 2021. Pure Italian clusters, suggesting a local circulation of

the virus, were more prevalent during periods in which restrictive

measures were in place while, with the easing of containment

measures, they have become increasingly less frequent. This could

also be the reason why pure Italian clusters were observed with

higher frequency for 20E.EU1 and Alpha variant, compared to Delta

variant (<5% of all observed clusters) which circulated in Italy only

later, when the restriction measures were largely relaxed.

The analysis of clusters including more than 70% of Italian

genomes allowed an estimation of the times of entry and local

circulation of the main lineages/variants into Italy. The majority of

Italian 20E clusters had tMRCAs in the summer 2020, those Alpha

mainly in winter between 2020 and 2021 and Delta clusters between

springtime and summer 2021. A partial regional segregation of the

isolates was also observed; regardless of the lineage, samples from

major Islands formed more frequently clusters than the isolates

obtained in other parts of Italy, highlighting the important role of

genetic drift in the evolution of the virus.

In support of the important role of genetic drift, many of the

identified mutations are those typical of each variant, particularly for

Alpha, with only a few minority mutations in the S gene of the 20E

lineage, not subject to selective pressure. In contrast, for Delta

variant, several mutations that are not typical of the viral genotype

have been identified in Italian strains, particularly in the ORF1a gene,

confirming the higher genomic heterogeneity of this variant in

comparison with the previous one.

F IGURE 1 (A) Bayesian skyline plot of
20E.EU1 clade. The y‐axis indicates the
effective population (Ne), the x‐axis shows the
time expressed in dates. The thick line in the
graph indicates the median of the value of the
estimate, while the blue area indicates 95%
HPD. (B) Birth‐death skyline plot of 20E.EU1
clade, in relation to time (x‐axis) and the
effective reproduction rate (Re) (y‐axis).
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Phylodynamic analysis allowed us to estimate the trends in a

number of cases and changes in Re parameter.

For all variants considered, it was observed a temporal

correspondence between the trend in the number of infections

estimated by the Skyline plot and the Re estimation by BD skyline. As

it is known, during an epidemic disease, Re changes mainly in

proportion to the decrease of number of susceptible subjects. These

estimations agreed with the epidemiological data reported by the

Italian surveillance (https://www.iss.it/coronavirus/-/asset_publisher/

1SRKHcCJJQ7E/content/faq-sul-calcolo-del-rt), in particular those

related to hospitalized cases and Rt estimates.

Frequently it was observed the highest values of Re before the

circulation of each VOC in Italy (summer 2020 for 20E, autumn 2020

for Alpha and March 2021 for Delta), probably because the initial Re

values go back to the origin out of Italy of the epidemics. Delta

variant showed a Re value peak higher than those of 20E and Alpha

variants, in agreement with other studies28,29 according to the

highest transmissibility of this variant.

The estimated Re values were apparently lower than the

published R0 estimates for the different variants (https://ibz-shiny.

ethz.ch/covid-19-re-international/). This could be due to the persist-

ence in Italy of control measures (such as social distancing, extended

use of masks in public, etc.) at least in the first period considered, and

the implementation of the vaccination campaign that began in Italy at

the end of 2020 and was completed by more than 75% of the

population in autumn/winter 2021 (https://ourworldindata.org/).

Moreover, only some clusters were considered, representing limited

outbreaks, and the Re estimated is the average value of the clusters

considered in the analysis. This value was not necessarily represent-

ative of the entire Italian population, considering that only a limited

proportion of the cases have been sampled in Italy, particularly

before 2021.

A recently published paper,28 showing Re estimates obtained on

growth rates of VOC genomes stored in public databases from

different countries around the world, showed values in Italy similar to

those estimated in this study.

F IGURE 2 (A) Bayesian skyline plot of the
Alpha variant. The y‐axis indicates the
effective population (Ne), the x‐axis shows
the time expressed in dates. The thick line in
the graph indicates the median of the value of
the estimate, while the blue area indicates
95% HPD. (B) Birth‐death skyline plot of the
Alpha variant, in relation to time (x‐axis) and
the effective reproduction rate (Re) (y‐axis).
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The typical fluctuation of Re observed during the pandemic may

explain the replacement mechanism of the previous variant, with Re

value at its minimum, (lower than 1) by the newly circulating variant,

being at its maximum (Re>1).

In conclusion, these results suggest that the mechanism of

replacement of the SARS‐CoV‐2 lineages and variants must be

related to a complex of factors involving the transmissibility of the

variant, the seasonality, but also the subsistence of control measures

and the level of cross‐immunization into the population.
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